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Abstract

We study the cover time of a random walk on the largest component of the random
graph Gn,p. We determine its value up to a factor 1 + o(1) whenever np = c > 1, c =
O(lnn). In particular we show that the cover time is not monotone for c = Θ(lnn). We
also determine the cover time of the k-cores, k ≥ 2.

1 Introduction

Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph, let |V | = n, and |E| = m. For v ∈ V let Cv be the
expected time taken for a simple random walk W on G starting at v, to visit every vertex of
G. The vertex cover time CG of G is defined as CG = maxv∈V Cv. The (vertex) cover time
of connected graphs has been extensively studied. It is a classic result of Aleliunas, Karp,
Lipton, Lovász and Rackoff [2] that CG ≤ 2m(n − 1). It was shown by Feige [13], [14], that
for any connected graph G, the cover time satisfies (1 − o(1))n lnn ≤ CG ≤ (1 + o(1)) 4

27
n3.

As an example of a graph achieving the lower bound, the complete graph Kn has cover time
determined by the Coupon Collector problem. The lollipop graph consisting of a path of
length n/3 joined to a clique of size 2n/3 gives the asymptotic upper bound for the cover
time.

We say that a sequence of events En occurs with high probability, whp, if limn→∞ Pr(En) = 1.

In an earlier paper [7] we studied the cover time of the random graph Gn,p when np = d lnn
where d is (asymptotic to some fixed) constant and (d−1) lnn→∞. This sharpened a result
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of Jonasson, who proved in [18] that when the expected average degree (n− 1)p grows faster
than lnn, whpa random graph has asymptotically the same cover time as the complete graph
Kn, whereas, when np = Ω(lnn) this is not the case. The paper [7] established the following
result: (The notation An ∼ Bn means that limn→∞An/Bn = 1)

Theorem 1. Suppose that np = d lnn = lnn+ ω where ω = (d− 1) lnn→∞ and d > 1. If
G ∈ Gn,p, then whp

CG ∼
(
d ln

(
d

d− 1

))
n lnn.

The function f(d) = d ln(d/(d− 1)) is monotone decreasing for d > 1, tending to 1 as d→∞
in agreement with [18]. As d → 1+, f(d) is unbounded and the cover time is no longer of
order n lnn. As an example,

np = lnn+ eo(ln ln n) implies CG ∼ (n lnn) ln lnn. (1)

The threshold for connectivity in Gn,p is at np = lnn and thus Theorem 1 gives the cover time
once the graph is connected whp. At np = lnn, the number of isolated vertices is approxi-
mately Poisson distributed with parameter 1. Below np = lnn the graph is disconnected whp.
In this paper we discuss the cover time of the largest component of Gn,p. In particular we let
c = np and assume that that c− 1 is at least a positive constant and that c ≤ lnn+ o(lnn).
Thus our assumption implies that whp the largest component is a giant i.e. of linear size.

We have avoided the phase transition where c = 1 + o(1). Determining the asymptotic cover
time in this range is an interesting open question.

Let C1(G) = (V1(G), E1(G)) denote the largest component of G ∈ Gn,p. When np = c > 1, c
constant, C1(G) is whp a unique component with ∼ nx vertices [12], where x is the solution
in (0, 1) of x = 1− e−cx.

Theorem 2. Let np = c, and let x denote the solution in (0, 1) of x = 1 − e−cx. If CC1

denotes the cover time of the giant component of Gn,p. then whp

(a) If 1 + Ω(1) ≤ c ≤ lnn/ω, where ω →∞. then

CC1 ∼ t∗1 =
cx(2− x)

4(cx− ln c)
n(lnn)2.

(b) Suppose that c = β lnn where β = α+ δ, 0 < α < 1 is a constant and δ → 0. Then

CC1 ∼ t∗1 = γn(lnn)2

where
γ = γ(α) = max {α`(1− α`) : ` is a positive integer} . (2)
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(c) Suppose that c = (1 + δ) lnn where δ = o(1). Let δ+ = max {−δ, 0}, then

CC1 ∼ t∗1 = n lnn(ln lnn+ δ+ lnn).

Note that x→ 1 as c→∞ and so the expression for t∗1 in (a) tends to 1
4
n(lnn)2. If α→ 0 then

γ(α) → 1/4 and so (a),(b) are consistent. When α ∈ (1/3, 1) the cover time is asymptotically
∼ α(1− α)n(lnn)2. Thus choosing α = 1− δ+, we see that (b),(c) are consistent for suitable
δ+. Finally, the formula in (c) is consistent with the value given in (1).

In case (b), let `γ be the value(s) of ` attaining the maximum γ. For k ≥ 1, when α lies in
the interval [1/(2k+ 1), 1/(2k− 1)] then `γ = k. For k ≥ 2, when α = 1/(2k− 1), both k and
k− 1 are solutions to `γ. The function αk(1−αk) has a maximum at α = 1/2k, and thus the
cover time is not monotone in the interval [1/(2k + 1), 1/(2k − 1)]. Curiously, γ(1/2k) = 1/4
for all k = `γ = 1, 2, ..., and thus the (asymptotic) cover time given in (a) for c→∞ re-occurs
at every α = 1/2k. Thus the formula in case (b) has curious properties and can be attributed
to the need to cover all vertices whose distance from the 2-core of Gn,p is ` = 1, 2, . . . , . There
is a trade-off between the number of such vertices and the distance `. Given α, the expression
α`(1− α`)n(lnn)2 is the time required to cover all such vertices. As α increases, the number
of each type of vertex decreases, but the expected time to cover each of them increases and
so the cover time does not always decrease monotonically.

The edge cover time of a graph G is defined similarly to the vertex cover time. It is the
expected time to cover all edges. It is certainly bounded below by the vertex cover time; and
the star is an example of a graph which achieves the n lnn lower bound for edge cover time.
The upper bound is not so clear, but Zuckerman [22] shows that the 2mn bound of [2] is
sufficient.

It will be seen in the proofs that for c = o(lnn) or c ∼ α lnn, (α < 1) the vertices of degree
1 are the last to be covered whp; whereas when c ∼ lnn vertices of degree 1 vie with other
vertices of low degree to be last to be covered. Up to some (unknown) value of c ≤ lnn, whp
all edges of the 2-core are covered before the last vertex of degree 1. In this case the time to
cover all vertices of degree 1 precisely determines the edge cover time of the giant. In general
we have

Theorem 3. Under the same conditions as those of Theorem 2, whp the edge cover time of
the giant component of Gn,p is asymptotically equal to the vertex cover time.

We also establish the cover time of the 2-core, and any non-empty k-cores, k ≥ 3. For k ≥ 2,
the k-core is defined as the (possibly empty) sub-graph of C1 obtained by recursively removing
any vertices of degree at most k − 1. Thus the k-core is the largest sub-graph of C1(G) with
minimum degree k.

Theorem 4. Let CC2 denote the cover time of the 2-core of Gn,p, then
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(a) If 1 < c ≤ lnn/ω, where ω →∞, then

CC2 ∼ t∗2 =
cx2

16(cx− ln c)
n(lnn)2.

(b) Suppose that c = β lnn where β = α+ δ, 0 < α < 1 is a constant and δ → 0. Then

CC2 ∼ t∗2 = γn(lnn)2,

where

γ = max

(
αb`/2cd`/2e

`
(1− α(`− 1)) : ` is a positive integer, 2 ≤ ` ≤ (bα−1c+ 1)

)
.

(3)

(c) Suppose that c = (1 + δ) lnn where δ = o(1). Let δ+ = max {−δ, 0}, then

CC2 ∼ t∗2 = n lnn(ln lnn+
δ+

2
lnn).

Whereas the results for the 2-core have marked similarities with those for the giant component,
the results for the κ-cores, κ ≥ 3, are rather different.

Theorem 5.

fk(c, ξ) = 1− e−cξ

(
1 + cξ + · · ·+ (cξ)k−2

(k − 2)!

)
.

For k ≥ 3 let ck be the smallest c for which ξ = fk(c, ξ) has a solution xk > 0, and for c > ck,
let xk be the largest solution in (0, 1) of ξ = fk(c, ξ). Then for c > ck, c constant and np = c,
whp

CCk
∼ t∗k =

(
k − 1

k(k − 2)
cx2

k

)
n lnn.

1.1 Structure of the paper

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we prove a general lemma, the first
visit time lemma, on which our results are based. We use generating functions to give a good
estimate of the probability that a random walk starting at a vertex u, has not visited vertex v
after t steps. Given that this walk is rapidly mixing, the probability of no visit to v depends
mainly on the local structure at v. In particular, it depends on Rv, the expected number of
returns that the random walk Wv makes to v within a short amount of time. Most of the
technical work in the paper involves estimating upper and lower bounds for Rv for various
types of vertex. Armed with information about the values Rv it is relatively easy to estimate
the expected number of unvisited vertices at time t and we can obtain an upper bound for
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the cover time directly. A lower bound is obtained by applying the Chebyshev inequality to
the number of unvisited vertices at a given time.

Section 2 discusses the first visit time lemma. Section 3 establishes the cover time of the giant
component for all the ranges of Theorem 2 and also proves Theorem 3. We feel that it is
better to do all cases of Theorem 2 together, rather than ask the reader to re-do the proof
three times, albeit with small twists to the argument. In Section 4 we give outline proofs of
Theorems 4, 5.

2 Estimating first visit probabilities

2.1 Convergence of the random walk

In this section G denotes a fixed connected graph with n vertices and m edges. A random
walk Wu is started from a vertex u. Let Wu(t) be the vertex reached at step t, let P be the

matrix of transition probabilities of the walk and let P
(t)
u (v) = Pr(Wu(t) = v). We assume

that the random walk Wu on G is ergodic i.e. G is not bipartite. Thus, the random walk Wu

has the steady state distribution π, where πv = d(v)/(2m). Here d(v) is the degree of vertex
v.

2.2 Generating function formulation

We use the approach of [8], [9]. We have found some simplifications in the arguments given
there and so we will give a detailed proof.

Let d(t) = maxu,x∈V |P (t)
u (x)− πx|, and let T be such that, for t ≥ T

max
u,x∈V

|P (t)
u (x)− πx| ≤ n−3. (4)

It follows from e.g. Aldous and Fill [1] that d(s+ t) ≤ 2d(s)d(t) and so for k ≥ 1,

max
u,x∈V

|P (kT )
u (x)− πx| ≤

2k−1

n3k
. (5)

Fix two vertices u, v. Let ht = Pr(Wu(t) = v) be the probability that the walk Wu visits v at
step t. Let

H(z) =
∞∑

t=T

htz
t (6)
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generate ht for t ≥ T . This changes the definition of H(z) from that used in [8], [9] where we
included the coefficients h0, h1, . . . , hT−1 in the definition of H(z) which gave rise to technical
problems.

Next, considering the walk Wv, starting at v, let rt = Pr(Wv(t) = v) be the probability that
this walk returns to v at step t = 0, 1, .... Let

R(z) =
∞∑

t=0

rtz
t

generate rt. Our definition of return involves r0 = 1.

For t ≥ T let ft = ft(u→v) be the probability that the first visit of the walk Wu to v in the
period [T, T + 1, . . .] occurs at step t. Let

F (z) =
∞∑

t=T

ftz
t

generate ft. Then we have
H(z) = F (z)R(z). (7)

Finally, for R(z) let

RT (z) =
T−1∑
j=0

rjz
j. (8)

2.3 First visit time lemma: Single vertex v

Let

λ =
1

KT
(9)

for some sufficiently large constant K.

The following lemma should be viewed in the context that G is an n vertex graph which is
part of a sequence of graphs with n growing to infinity. An almost identical lemma was first
proved in [8].

Lemma 6. Suppose that

(a) For some constant θ > 0, we have

min
|z|≤1+λ

|RT (z)| ≥ θ.

(b) Tπv = o(1) and Tπv = Ω(n−2).
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There exists
pv =

πv

RT (1)(1 +O(Tπv))
, (10)

where RT (1) is from (8), such that for all t ≥ T ,

ft(u→v) = (1 +O(Tπv))
pv

(1 + pv)t+1
+ o(e−λt/2). (11)

Proof Write

R(z) = RT (z) + R̂T (z) +
πvz

T

1− z
, (12)

where RT (z) is given by (8) and

R̂T (z) =
∑
t≥T

(rt − πv)z
t

generates the error in using the stationary distribution πv for rt when t ≥ T . Similarly,

H(z) = ĤT (z) +
πvz

T

1− z
. (13)

Equation (5) implies that the radii of convergence of both R̂T and ĤT exceed 1+2λ. Moreover,
for Z = H,R and |z| ≤ 1 + λ,

|Ẑ(z)| = o(n−2). (14)

Using (12), (13) we rewrite F (z) = H(z)/R(z) from (7) as F (z) = B(z)/A(z) where

A(z) = πvz
T + (1− z)(RT (z) + R̂T (z)), (15)

B(z) = πvz
T + (1− z)ĤT (z). (16)

For real z ≥ 1 and Z = H,R, we have

ZT (1) ≤ ZT (z) ≤ ZT (1)zT .

Let z = 1 + βπv, where β = O(1). Since Tπv = o(1) we have

ZT (z) = ZT (1)(1 +O(Tπv)).

Tπv = o(1) and Tπv = Ω(n−2) and RT (1) ≥ 1 implies that

A(z) = πv(1− βRT (1) +O(Tπv))

It follows that A(z) has a real zero at z0, where

z0 = 1 +
πv

RT (1)(1 +O(Tπv))
= 1 + pv, (17)
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say. We also see that
A′(z0) = −RT (1)(1 +O(Tπv)) 6= 0 (18)

and thus z0 is a simple zero (see e.g. [6] p193). The value of B(z) at z0 is

B(z0) = πv (1 +O(Tπv)) 6= 0. (19)

Thus,
B(z0)

A′(z0)
= −(1 +O(Tπv))pv. (20)

Thus (see e.g. [6] p195) the principal part of the Laurent expansion of F (z) at z0 is

f(z) =
B(z0)/A

′(z0)

z − z0

. (21)

To approximate the coefficients of the generating function F (z), we now use a standard tech-
nique for the asymptotic expansion of power series (see e.g.[21] Th 5.2.1).

We prove below that F (z) = f(z) + g(z), where g(z) is analytic in Cλ = {|z| ≤ 1 + λ} and
that M = maxz∈Cλ

|g(z)| = O(Tπv).

Let at = [zt]g(z), then (see e.g.[6] p143), at = g(t)(0)/t!. By the Cauchy Inequality (see e.g.
[6] p130) we see that |g(t)(0)| ≤Mt!/(1 + λ)t and thus

|at| ≤
M

(1 + λ)t
= O(Tπve

−tλ/2).

As [zt]F (z) = [zt]f(z) + [zt]g(z) and [zt]1/(z − z0) = −1/zt+1
0 we have

[zt]F (z) =
−B(z0)/A

′(z0)

zt+1
0

+O(Tπve
−tλ/2). (22)

Thus, we obtain

[zt]F (z) = (1 +O(Tπv))
pv

(1 + pv)t+1
+O(Tπve

−tλ/2),

which completes the proof of (11).

Now M = maxz∈Cλ
|g(z)| ≤ max |f(z)| + max |F (z)| = O(Tπv) + max |F (z)|, where F (z) =

B(z)/A(z). On Cλ we have, using (14)-(16),

|F (z)| ≤ O(πv)

λ|RT (z)| −O(Tπv)
= O(Tπv).

We now prove that z0 is the only zero of A(z) inside the circle Cλ and this implies that
F (z) − f(z) is analytic inside Cλ. We use Rouché’s Theorem (see e.g. [6]), the statement of
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which is as follows: Let two functions φ(z) and γ(z) be analytic inside and on a simple closed
contour C. Suppose that |φ(z)| > |γ(z)| at each point of C, then φ(z) and φ(z) + γ(z) have
the same number of zeroes, counting multiplicities, inside C.

Let the functions φ(z), γ(z) be given by φ(z) = (1− z)RT (z) and γ(z) = πvz
T +(1− z)R̂T (z).

|γ(z)|/|φ(z)| ≤ πv(1 + λ)T

λθ
+
|R̂T (z)|

θ
= o(1).

As φ(z) + γ(z) = A(z) we conclude that A(z) has only one zero inside the circle Cλ. This is
the simple zero at z0. 2

Corollary 7. For t ≥ T let At(v) be the event that Wu does not visit v in steps T, T+1, . . . , t.
Then, under the assumptions of Lemma 6,

Pr(At(v)) =
(1 +O(Tπv))

(1 + pv)t
+ o(e−λt/2).

Proof We use Lemma 6 and

Pr(At(v)) =
∑
τ>t

fτ (u→v),

and note that T 2πv = o(1). 2

For the rest of the paper u, v will not be fixed and so it is appropriate to replace the notation
RT (1) by something dependent on v. We use Rv.

3 Cover time of the giant component

In this section we prove the three parts of Theorem 2.

3.1 Typical graphs in Gn,p

The giant component C1 of G consists of a 2-core C2 and a mantle M of edges E(C1)\E(C2)
consisting of pendant sub-trees. Whp C2(G) consists of a giant 2-connected block B2, and
a few small unicyclic sub-graphs U 2 (O(1) edges in expectation) each joined to B2 at a cut
vertex. These pendant sub-trees and unicyclic sub-graphs are often treated in the same way
in our proofs; we use the term pendicle to denote either of them.

The following technical lemma, proved in Appendix A, shows that if c > 1 then cx− ln c > 0,
so that the values of t∗ in Theorems 2, 4 are well defined.
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Lemma 8. (a) For c > 1 the equation x = 1 − e−cx has a unique solution x ∈ (0, 1). This
solution x satisfies ce−cx < 1 and cx− ln c > ln(2− 1/c).

(b) Let θ(c) = cx(2 − x)/(cx − ln c), then θ(c) is monotone decreasing for c > 1 and
limc→1+ θ(c) = 4, limc→∞ θ(c) = 1.

As previously remarked, the theorems of Section 1 have several cases which require slightly
different definitions. The cases (a)-(d) below refer to Theorem 2.

Definitions

For the proof we split Case (a) into 2 sub-cases: In Case (a1), we have ω > (ln lnn)4 and in
Case (a2) we see ω ≤ (ln lnn)4. Let

σ1 =


1 Case (a1)

ln n
ω(ln ln n)10

Case (a2)
ln n

(ln ln n)10
Case (b)

ln n
100

Case (c)

. (23)

We will say that a vertex of degree at most σ1 is small, and a vertex of degree greater than
σ1 is large.

A path P is s-attached to the 2-core C2(G) if at least s internal vertices of the path have at least
σ1 edges to vertices of the 2-core other than P . A vertex v has an s-attached k-neighbourhood
if all paths of length k starting at vertex v are s-attached. We define a particular value s = s0

by

s0 =

{
64 ln lnn Case (a1)

64 Case (a2)
.

The k-neighbourhood of w is the set of vertices at distance at most k from w. Define k = k0

by
k0 = A0 ln lnn Case (a).

Here A0 = A0(c) is a sufficiently large constant.

Let

L =


ln n+2s0 ln ln n+cs0

cx−ln c
Case (a1)

2ω Case (a2)

bα−1c+ 1 Case (b)

2 Case (c)

. (24)
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Special vertices

To get a precise lower bound on the cover time we construct a set of vertices which are hard
to cover. For a vertex v in a pendant sub-tree T of the mantle there is a unique path vPw
from v joining the 2-core at the root vertex w of T , which in this context we denote by w(v).
A vertex v is special if the following properties hold:

S1.

d(v) =

{
1 Cases (a), (b)

≤ ln lnn Case (c)
.

S2. Cases (a),(b) only. The distance from v to its closest vertex w(v) in C2 is

`0 =


dlnn/(2(cx− ln c))e Case (a1)

dω/2e Case (a2)

argmax`{α`(1− α`)} Case (b)

.

S3. Cases (a),(b) only. If w = w(v) is the root of the sub-tree containing v, then w(v) has
no neighbours outside the 2-core other than the vertex x on the path vPxw from v to w. In
Case (b), we also require that w is a large vertex.

S4. Case (a) only. The k0-neighbourhood Nk0(C2, w) of w = w(v) in the 2-core is a tree
(contains no induced cycles) and is an s0-attached k0-neighbourhood for w.

Typical properties

A random graph G ∈ Gn,p (np = c, c > 1) is typical if it has the properties listed below.
We first explain our notation. Some properties are only valid in certain cases of Theorem 2,
others in all cases. Thus P0 is valid in all cases and whereas P3a will only be used in Case
(a) of Theorem 2.

P0.
|V (C1)| ∼ xn |E(C1)| ∼ cx(2− x)n/2
|V (C2)| ∼ (x− cx+ cx2)n |E(C2)| ∼ cx2n/2
|V (Ck)| ∼ fk(c, xk)n |E(Ck)| ∼ cxkn/2, k ≥ 3, c > ck

Furthermore
Pr(|V (C1)| − xn| ≥ n3/4) ≤ e−n1/4

.

P1. (i) The maximum size of a pendicle of C1 is Θ(lnn) and altogether, there are O(lnn)
vertices of C2 in unicyclic pendicles.
(ii) The maximum degree of C1 is ∆ = O(lnn).
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P2. The conductance Φ(C1) = Ω(1/lnn), where

Φ = min
π(S)≤1/2

|E(S : S)|
d(S)

.

Here d(S) =
∑

v∈S d(v), π(S) = d(S)

d(C1)
, and E(S : S) is the edge set between S and V \ S in

the graph induced by C1.

P3a. (i) For 10x−1s0 ≤ ` < L, there are at most n` paths in C1 of length ` that are not
s0-attached, where

n` =

{
cn(ce−cx)`(`ec)s0(lnn)2 Case (a1)

(2ce−c)`n1+2s0/ω Case (a2)
.

(ii) All paths in C1 of length at least L are s0-attached.

P3b. (i) A connected sub-graph of size ln lnn contains at most Λ = bα−1c small vertices.

(ii) Let n` be the number of paths in C1 of length ` in which all vertices except at most one
are small. Then

n` ≤

{
n1−α`+o(1) ` ≤ Λ

0 ` > Λ
.

(iii) All vertices of the mantle are small.

(iv) No cycle of size at most (ln lnn)2 contains a small vertex.

P3c. A connected sub-graph of size ln lnn contains at most one small vertex and no cycle of
length ≤ ln lnn contains a small vertex.

P4. There are O((lnn)5k0) vertices within distance 2k0 of cycles of size at most 2k0 in G.

P5a. (i) A path of length at most k3
0 has at most one shortcut.

(ii) A path of length k2
0 with one endpoint in a cycle C of length at most 2k0, and edges

disjoint from C, is 3s0-attached.
(iii) All paths joining two disjoint cycles of length at most 2k0 are 3s0-attached.

P5b. (i) Two cycles of length at most ln lnn are at distance at least ln lnn from each other.
(ii) There are at most (lnn)4 triangles.

P6a. Any cycle C = xPyQx such that xPy, xQy are of length at least k0 has internally
disjoint s0-attached sub-paths xP ′z1, xQ

′z2 where z1 6= z2.

P7a. There are Θ(n1/2−o(1)) special vertices v with pair-wise disjoint neighborhoods
Nk0(C2, w(v)).
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P7b. There is a set of Ω(n1−α`0−o(1)) special vertices such that if v1, v2 ∈ S then every path
from v1 to v2 contains at least two large vertices.

P7c. There are Θ
(

nδ+ ((1−δ+) ln n)k

k!

)
vertices of degree k for 1 ≤ k ≤ ln lnn.

The following lemma is proved in Appendix B.

Lemma 9. If np = c, 1 + Ω(1) < c ≤ lnn+ (ln lnn)1/2, then Gn,p is typical, whp.

3.2 Mixing time

It follows from Jerrum and Sinclair [17] that

|P (t)
u (x)− πx| ≤ (πx/πu)

1/2(1− Φ2/2)t. (25)

In our case, we have πx/πu = O(lnn) and Φ = Ω(1/ lnn) and so we can take

T = (lnn)3 ln lnn. (26)

and satisfy all the conditions of Lemma 6. The extra factor ln lnn will come in useful in the
proof of Lemma 14.

We remark that there is a technical point here. The result of [17] assumes that the walk is
lazy, and only makes a move to a neighbour with probability 1/2 at any step. This halves the
conductance but (26) still holds. Using a lazy walk doubles the cover time, as it asymptotically
doubles the value of Rv, the value of πv being unchanged. Otherwise, it has a negligible effect
on the analysis and we will ignore it for the rest of the paper and continue as though there
are no lazy steps.

3.3 Rv for typical graphs

We assume the random walk takes place on the giant component C1 of a typical graph G.
Recall that Rv is the expected number of returns made to vertex v during time 0 ≤ t ≤ T by
a random walk Wv(C1) starting at v.

Given a vertex v, let Mv be the union of B2 (the giant 2-connected block) and all paths from
v to B2. If v is outside B2 in a pendicle, then there will be one or more such paths, but
usually one and whp at most two. Let R̂v be the expected number of returns to v in T steps,
of a random walk Wv(Mv) walking on Mv.

Lemma 10. Let d(v) be the degree of v in C1 and let b(v) be the degree of v in Mv, then

Rv ≤
d(v)

b(v)
R̂v.
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Proof Let ν = b(v)/d(v). Let R0 ≥ Rv be the expected number of returns to v in T
steps, allowing the walk to enter the parts of the pendicle at v which are not in Mv, but
ignoring any time lost in walking them. Then R0 = 1

ν
R̂v. This is because every visit to v in

the walk on Mv gives rise, in expectation, to 1ν + 2(1 − ν)ν + 3(1 − ν)2ν + ... = 1/ν visits
from neighbours not in Mv. 2

Let v be a vertex of the giant component. We construct a sub-graph Γv of Mv rooted at v as
follows: Let L be given by (24), and for k = 1, 2, . . . , L, let

Sk(v) = {v} ∪N(v) ∪ ... ∪Nk(v), (27)

where Ni(v) is the set of vertices at distance i from v in Mv. We now prune in a breadth first
manner starting from v.

As previously remarked, Theorem 2 has three cases (a),(b),(c), each of which requires slightly
different treatment. In the subsequent proofs we often emphasize the case(s) under consider-
ation.

(Case (a) of Theorem 2.) Recall from Property P3a(2) that all paths of length at least
L are s0-attached. If u ∈ Sk(v) and all paths from u to v in Sk(v) are s0 attached, delete all
edges from u to Nk+1(v). We do this with one caveat: we delete the edge uw only if this does
not create a (w, v)-path which is not s0-attached. This means, that if u is in a cycle of Mv,
some edges incident with u may be pruned and others not.

(Case (b),(c) of Theorem 2.) We prune from u 6= v if u is a large vertex. The caveat
above becomes: Do not delete edge uw if there is no large vertex x 6= v on the (w, v)-path.

After the pruning is completed, at some level k ≤ L, we have a connected sub-graph Γv rooted
at v. If we have (partially) pruned at u, we say u is a boundary vertex. Denote the set of
boundary vertices by Γ◦

v. Define r(v) the radius of Γv as

r(v) = max
w∈Γ◦v

dist(v, w). (28)

We next note some properties of Γv.

Lemma 11.
(i) Γv is a tree or contains a unique cycle.

(ii) (Case (a) of Theorem 2.) Let a ∈ Γ◦
v. If Γv is a tree there is a unique (a, v)-path which

is s0-attached. If Γv contains a cycle, all paths from a to v contain an s0/4-attached sub-path.

(iii) (Case (b),(c) of Theorem 2.) The boundary Γ◦
v consists of large vertices and non-

boundary vertices, with the possible exception of v, are small.

Proof of (i):
(Case (a) of Theorem 2.) P6a implies that any such cycle has size at most 2k0. P5a(2)
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implies that any such cycle is at distance at most k2
0 from v. Then P5a(1) implies there is at

most one such cycle.
(Case (b)(c) of Theorem 2.) This follows from P5b(i) (resp. P3c).

Proof of (ii): If the (a, v)-path is not unique, there is a sub-graph vPyCzQa, where C is
a cycle, (and possibly P, Q are empty). In this case, either at least one of vPz, yQa is an
s0/4-attached path or both branches zC1y, zC2y of C are internally s0/4-attached. 2

Before proceeding we note some standard results on random walks on a path, which we often
use to obtain bounds on Rv (see e.g. Feller [15] p314).

For an unbiased random walk on (0, 1, ..., k) starting at vertex 1 and with absorbing states
0, k, Pr( absorption at 0) = 1− 1/k, Pr( absorption at k) = 1/k. Thus if 0 is reflecting, the
expected number of visits to 0 by the walk before reaching k is k.

Now suppose that we have a path of length a and d − 1 paths of length b ≥ a all with a
common vertex O and otherwise vertex disjoint. A walk is started at O and ends when it
reaches an endpoint of a path different from O. If ρ is the probability of return to O before
absorption then

ρ = 1− 1

d

(
1

a
+
d− 1

b

)
= 1− b+ (d− 1)a

dab
.

Consequently, the expected number of returns to O before absorption is

1

1− ρ
=

dab

a+ (d− 1)b
. (29)

For a biased random walk on (0, 1, ..., k), starting at vertex 1, with absorbing states 0, k, and
with transition probabilities at vertices (1, ..., k−1) of q = Pr(move left), p = Pr(move right);
then

Pr(absorption at k) =
(q/p)− 1

(q/p)k − 1
. (30)

Lemma 12. Let R∗
v be the expected number of returns to v in a random walk on Γv where the

vertices in Γ◦
v are made into absorbing states. Then

R̂v = R∗
v(1 + o(1)).

Proof
(Case (a) of Theorem 2.) First suppose that Γv is a tree. Given that a walk on Γv has
reached w ∈ Γ◦

v the expected number of returns to v is at most TR∗
vp1 where

p1 = max
w∈Γ◦v

Pr( the walk Ww reaches v before returning to Γ◦
v).

We can get an upper bound on p1 as follows: By the construction of Γv the particle has to
pass through at least s0 vertices of degree at least σ1 + 2 (see (23)) in order to reach the root
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v. Thus p1 is at most the probability of absorption at vertex s0 in a biased random walk on
(0, 1, ..., s0), starting at vertex 1, with absorbing states 0, s0, and with transition probabilities
at vertices (1, ..., s− 1) of q = σ1+1

σ1+2
, p = 1

σ1+2
. Thus

p1 ≤ Pr(absorption at 0) =
σ1

(σ1 + 1)s0 − 1
< 1/(lnn)10. (31)

It follows that the expected number of returns to v from w within T steps is O(R∗
vT/(lnn)10).

The proof when Γv contains a cycle is similar, except that s0 is replaced by bs0/4c.

(Case (b) of Theorem 2.) The set Γ◦
v consists entirely of large vertices, i.e. vertices of

degree greater than σ1 (see (23)). Let w ∈ Γ◦
v. By P3b(i,ii) all but Λ = O(1) of its neighbours

in Mv are large, whereas in Γv, w has at most 2 neighbours. Assume the particle arrives at w
for the first time at some fixed step t. With probability 1− O(1/σ1), after the next step Wv

will be at a large neighbour w1 of w not in Γv. Arguing similarly, we see that with probability
1−O(1/σ1), after Λ + 7 steps we are at distance six large vertices from w in a direction away
from v; and these vertices have the property that the particle either moves directly towards
or directly away from v when traversing them. We call this second event a success. The
expected number of failures before a success is 1/(1−O(1/σ1)), each failure incurring at most
R∗

v expected returns to v.

By the usual comparison with a biased walk on a path, once we are at a vertex x distance
6 large vertices away from Γ◦

v, the walk will either return to a vertex x′ (equivalent to x), at
distance 6 from Γ◦

v or arrive at Γ◦
v with probability O(1/σ5

1).

Thus the probability that the particle returns to v at some step up to T after a visit to Γ◦
v is

at most
O(1/σ1) +O(T/σ5

1), (32)

and the expected number of returns to v is at most

R∗
v/(1−O(1/σ1)) +R∗

vO(T/σ5
1) = R∗

v(1 + o(1)).

(Case (c) of Theorem 2.) The proof is similar to (b) above. 2

We next note a property of random walks on undirected graphs which follows from result on
electrical networks (see e.g. Doyle and Snell [11]). Let v be a given vertex in a graph G and
S a set of vertices disjoint from v. Let p(G), the escape probability, be the probability that,
starting at v, the walk reaches S before returning to v. For an unbiased random walk,

p(G) =
1

d(v)REFF

,

where REFF = REFF (G) is the effective resistance of G. We assume each edge of G has
resistance 1. In the notation of this paradigm, deleting an edge corresponds to increasing the
resistance of that edge to infinity. Thus by Raleigh’s Monotonicity Law, if edges are deleted
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from G to form a sub-graph G′ then REFF (G′) ≥ REFF (G). Provided we do not delete any
edges incident with v, it follows that p(G′) ≤ p(G). However p(G) = 1 − ρ, where ρ is the
probability that the walk returns to v before absorption at S, and hence ρ′ ≥ ρ. Thus Rv,S,
the expected number of returns to v before absorption at S satisfies

Rv,S =
1

1− ρ
≤ 1

1− ρ′
= R′

v,S. (33)

Finally we note that sub-dividing edges increases effective resistance, as an edge of resistance
1 whose resistance is increased to 2, is equivalent to two edges of resistance 1 in series. This
allows us to increase the length of paths to the boundary when considering upper bounds.

Lemma 13.

(a) (Case (a),(b) of Theorem 2.) If v doesn’t lie on a cycle of Γv then

Rv ≤ (1 + o(1))d(v)
b(v)

r(v).

(b) (Case (a) of Theorem 2.) If v is on a cycle of Γv then Rv ≤ (1 + o(1)) d(v)
b(v)−1

r(v).

(c) (Case (b) of Theorem 2.) If v is on a cycle of Γv then Rv = 1 + o(1).

(d) (Case (c) of Theorem 2.) Rv = 1 + o(1) for all v ∈ V .

(e) (Case (a),(b) of Theorem 2.) If v is a special vertex then Rv ≥ `0 −O(1).

Proof

It follows from Lemmas 10 and 12 that it suffices to consider a random walk on Γv with
absorbing states at Γ◦

v.

(a) Assume first that Γv is a tree. There is a path from each edge incident with v to the
boundary. If any of these paths P is of length less than r(v) insert edges in Γ′

v to increase
the length of P to r(v). The remarks prior to this lemma show that R′

v ≥ Rv where R′
v is the

expected number of returns to v on Γ′
v. For walks on Γ′

v we have R′
v = r(v).

If Γv contains a cycle C disjoint from v, we can delete (one of) the furthest cycle edges from
v. If this creates a vertex w of degree one then delete w and repeat until we have formed a
tree sub-graph Γ′

v without increasing r(v). The process of deletion will finish before we reach
a neighbour of v. The previous argument for case (a), when Γv is a tree, is now valid.

(b) If Γv contains a cycle C through v then we delete a cycle as in Case (a) and prune vertices
of degree one. If the pruning process ends before we reach a neighbour of v then we bound
Rv as in Case (a). If however, the deletion of a cycle edge (x, y) results in an induced path
from v, ending at x, then we treat this path as not part of Mv in the argument of Lemma 10.
This reduces b(v) to b(v)− 1 and explains the bound.
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(c) In this case v is a large vertex and Γv consists of a star centered at v together with an
edge joining two neighbours of v. Thus R∗

v = 1 and the bound follows.

(d) Rv ≥ 1 and as argued in Lemma 12 above, on reaching a boundary vertex w, the prob-
ability that Wv returns to v in T steps is only o(1). If v is small, then Γv is a star and we
are done. If Γv contains a cycle C, then v is large and C is a triangle. We delete one edge to
form a star giving an upper bound. If v is large and Γv is a tree, then there is at most one
small neighbour w on a path of length L = 2 to the boundary. The probability of visiting w
before reaching the boundary is O(1/ lnn).

(e) Let vPw be the unique path in the mantle of length `0 joining v to w = w(v). Let T (`0)
be the tree in C1 rooted at w containing the vertex v. In this tree vertices v, w have degree 1.
In order to prove that Rv ≥ `0 − O(1) we need to prove that whp the walk Wv has reached
w by time T . This is because the expected number of returns to v before Wv reaches w is
precisely `0.

Label the vertices on vPw as (v = v0, ..., v`0 = w). In general let T (k) be the sub-tree of
T (`0) containing (v0, ..., vk) obtained by pruning T (`0) at vertex vk, which now becomes a
leaf. Let m(k) be the number of edges of T (k). For a walk restricted to T (k) define a random
variable H(i, k) as the number of steps before vk is first visited by a walk starting at vi. Let
H(i, k) = E(H(i, k)), the access time. For walks on a path there is a standard method of
calculating H(i, k) which extends easily to trees. We have H(i, k) = H(i, k−1)+H(k−1, k).
Also H(k, k) = 1+H(k− 1, k), where H(k, k) has the meaning of the expected time to a first
return in T (k) which can only be via vk−1. Thus we have H(i, k) = H(i, k− 1) +H(k, k)− 1.
By the ergodic theorem for T (k), H(k, k) = 2m(k)/d(k) = 2m(k). As v is special, v is a leaf
in C1, and thus

H(0, `0) = (2m(`0)− 1) + (2m(`0 − 1)− 1) + · · ·+ 1 ≤ 2`0m(`0) = O((lnn)2),

where by P1, m(`0) = O(lnn). It follows that

Pr(H(v, w) ≥ T ) = O

(
1

lnn

)
,

and finally,

Rv ≥ `0

(
1−O

(
1

lnn

))
.

2

3.4 The conditions of Lemma 6

Lemma 14. For |z| ≤ 1 + λ, there exists a constant θ > 0 such that |RT (z)| ≥ θ.
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Proof As before, let Γ◦
v be the set of absorbing states of Γv. For walks in Γv, starting

at v, let β(z) =
∑T

t=1 βtz
t where βt is the probability of a first return to v at time t ≤ T .

Let α(z) = 1/(1 − β(z)), and write α(z) =
∑∞

t=0 αtz
t, so that αt is the probability that our

walk is at v at time t. We shall prove below that the radius of convergence of α(z) is at least
1 + Ω(1/L2).

We can write

RT (z) = α(z) +Q(z)

=
1

1− β(z)
+Q(z), (34)

where Q(z) = Q1(z) +Q2(z), and

Q1(z) =
T∑

t=s0+1

(rt − αt)z
t

Q2(z) = −
∞∑

t=T+1

αtz
t.

Here we have used the fact that αt = rt for 0 ≤ t ≤ s0, as all paths from the boundary to v
contain at least s0 vertices of degree at least σ1 + 2. We note that Q(0) = 0, α(0) = 1 and
β(0) = 0.

We claim that the expression (34) is well defined for |z| ≤ 1 + λ. We will show below that

|Q2(z)| = o(1) (35)

for |z| ≤ 1 + 2λ and thus the radius of convergence of Q2(z) (and hence α(z)) is greater than
1 + λ. This will imply that |β(z)| < 1 for |z| ≤ 1 + λ. For suppose there exists z0 such that
|β(z0)| ≥ 1. Then β(|z0|) ≥ |β(z0)| ≥ 1 and we can assume (by scaling) that β(|z0|) = 1. We
have β(0) < 1 and so we can assume that β(|z|) < 1 for 0 ≤ |z| < |z0|. But as ρ approaches 1
from below, (34) is valid for z = ρ|z0| and then |RT (ρ|z0|)| → ∞, contradiction.

Recall that λ = 1/KT . Clearly β(1) ≤ 1 and so for |z| ≤ 1 + λ

β(|z|) ≤ β(1 + λ) ≤ β(1)(1 + λ)T ≤ e1/K .

Using |1/(1− β(z))| ≥ 1/(1 + β(|z|)) we obtain

|RT (z)| ≥ 1

1 + β(|z|)
− |Q(z)| ≥ 1

1 + e1/K
− |Q(z)|. (36)

We now prove that |Q(z)| = o(1) for |z| ≤ 1 + λ and the lemma will follow.

Turning our attention first to Q1(z), we note that rt−αt is at most the probability of a return
to v within time T , after a visit to Γ◦

v for a walk on C1. The following results hold both for
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Γv a tree, and Γv containing a cycle. Considering the various cases of Theorem 2, we see that
from (31) (resp. paragraph preceding (32))

|Q1(z)| ≤ (1 + λ)TQ1(1) ≤ (1 + λ)TT/(lnn)5−o(1) = o(1). (37)

We next turn our attention to Q2(z). The proof of (35) given below holds for all cases of
Theorem 2.

Let σt be the probability that the walk on Γv has not been absorbed by step t. Then σt ≥ αt,
and so

|Q2(z)| ≤
∞∑

t=T+1

σt|z|t,

Assume first that Γv is a tree. We estimate an upper bound for σt as follows: Consider an
unbiased random walk X

(b)
0 , X

(b)
1 , . . . starting at |b| < a ≤ L on the finite line (−a,−a +

1, ..., 0, 1, ..., a), with absorbing states −a, a.

X
(0)
m is the sum of m independent ±1 random variables. So the central limit theorem implies

that there exists a constant c > 0 such that

Pr(X
(0)

ca2 ≥ a or X
(0)

ca2 ≤ −a) ≥ 1− e−1/2.

Consequently, for any b with |b| < a,

Pr(|X(b)

2ca2| ≥ a) ≥ 1− e−1. (38)

Hence, for t > 0,
σt = Pr(|X(0)

τ | < a, τ = 0, 1, . . . , t) ≤ e−bt/(2ca2)c. (39)

Thus the radius of convergence of Q2(z) is at least e1/(3ca2). As a ≤ L, e1/(3ca2) � 1 + 2λ and
for |z| ≤ 1 + 2λ,

|Q2(z)| ≤
∞∑

t=T+1

e2λt−bt/(2ca2)c = o(1).

This lower bounds the radius of convergence of α(z), proves (35) and then (37), (35) and (36)
complete the proof of the case where Γv is a tree.

We now turn to the case where Γv contains a unique cycle C. The place where we have used
the fact that Γv is a tree is in (39) which relies on (38). Let x be the furthest vertex of C from
v in Γv. This is the only possible place where the random walk is more likely to get closer to
v at the next step. We can see this by considering the breadth first construction of Γv. Thus
we can compare our walk with random walk on [−a, a] where there is a unique value d < a
such that only at ±d is the walk more likely to move towards the origin and even then this
probability is at most 2/3.
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From (38) we see that
Pr(∃τ ≤ ca2 : |X(b)

τ | = d) ≥ 1− e−1/2.

The probability the particle walks from e.g. d to a without returning to the cycle is at least
1/3(a− d). Thus

Pr(∃τ ≤ ca2 : |X(b)
τ+a−d| = a) ≥ (1− e−1/2)/3a,

and

σt = Pr(|X(0)
τ | < a, τ = 0, 1, . . . , t) ≤ (1− (1− e−1/2)/3a)bt/(2ca2)c ≤ e−t/(20cL3).

The radius of convergence of Q2(z) is therefore at least 1 + 1
25cL3 > 1 + 2λ, assuming that K

(defined in (9)) is sufficiently large. Finally, if z ∈ Cλ then

|Q2(z)| ≤
∞∑

t=T+1

e(λ−1/(20cL3))t ≤ e−T/(25cL3)

1− e−1/(25cL3)
= o(1)

using the extra factor ln lnn in the definition of T (see (26)). 2

3.5 Upper bound on cover time

Let t1 = t∗1(1 + ε), where ε→ 0 sufficiently slowly that any subsequently claimed inequalities
are valid. An upper bound of t1(1 + o(1)) for the cover time of C1 is established in Lemma
16 (below), which we prove after some preliminary steps.

Let TG(u) be the time taken by the random walk Wu to visit every vertex of a connected
graph G. Let Ut be the number of vertices of G which have not been visited by Wu at step t.
We note the following:

Cu = E(TG(u)) =
∑
t>0

Pr(TG(u) ≥ t), (40)

Pr(TG(u) ≥ t) = Pr(TG(u) > t− 1) = Pr(Ut−1 > 0) ≤ min{1,E(Ut−1)}. (41)

As in Corollary 7, let Av(t), t ≥ T be the event that Wu(t) has not visited v in the interval
[T, t]. It follows from (40), (41) that for all t ≥ T ,

Cu ≤ t+ 1 +
∑
s≥t

E(Us) ≤ t+ 1 +
∑

v

∑
s≥t

Pr(As(v)). (42)

Recall from (10) that pv = (1 + o(1))d(v)/(2mRv), where m is the number of edges and
Rv = RT (1). In Section 3.4 we established that condition (a) of Lemma 6 holds, and in
Section 3.3 we derived bounds for the parameter Rv. Using P0, P1(ii) and T given by (26),
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it is easily checked that condition (b) of Lemma 6 holds. Thus by Corollary 7, the probability
that Wu has not visited v during [T, t] is given by

Pr(At(v)) = (1 + o(1))e−tpv + o(e−λt/2) (43)

= (1 + o(1))e−tpv , (44)

where from (9), λ = 1/KT and pv/λ = O(Tπv) = o(1) by Lemma 6(b). From Lemma 13 we
see that Rv ≤ (1 + o(1))L where L is given by (24). This implies that for any set S ⊆ V∑

v∈S

∑
s≥t

Pr(As(v)) = O (mL)
∑
v∈S

Pr(At(v)). (45)

We note in all cases of Theorem 2, that

mL = O(t∗1/ ln lnn). (46)

We adopt the notation
O

≤ to stand for ≤ O() (resp.
Ω

≥ to stand for ≥ Ω()) and thus avoid
large unsightly brackets.

Lemma 15. Let F (k) = k(cx− ln c) + (1+ε)(ln n)2

4k(cx−ln c)
, then for c > 1

L∑
k=s0

e−F (k)
O

≤ n−(1+ε)1/2
√

lnn.

Proof The function F (k) is minimized at k∗ = (1+ε)1/2 ln n
2(cx−ln c)

. For k = (1 + δ)k∗, F (k) =

(1 + ε)1/2(1 + δ2/(2(1 + δ))) lnn and thus for δ ≤ 1,

e−F (k) ≤ n−(1+ε)1/2

e−
(1+ε)1/2 ln n

4
δ2

.

Thus

L∑
k=s0

e−F (k)
O

≤
∫ L

s0

e−F (k) dk

O

≤ n−(1+ε)1/2

k∗
∫ ∞

−∞
e−

(1+ε)1/2 ln n
4

δ2

dδ

O

≤ n−(1+ε)1/2

√
lnn

cx− ln c
.

The lemma now follows from Lemma 8(a), as cx− ln c > ln(2− 1/c) for c > 1. 2

We now prove the upper bounds on cover time for the various cases given in Theorem 2.
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Lemma 16. Cu ≤ (1 + o(1))t1 for all u ∈ V (C1).

Proof Let

V1 = {v : v doesn’t lie on a cycle of Γv}
V2 = {v : v lies on a cycle of Γv}

Going back to (45) and (46) it will suffice to show∑
v∈Vi

Pr(At1(v)) = o(1), i = 1, 2. (47)

(Case (a(1)) of Theorem 2.) We first consider V1, and evaluate
∑

v∈V1
Pr(At1(v)). Let

r(v) be the radius of Γv (see (28)). Lemma 13(a) gives Rv ≤ (1 + o(1))d(v)r(v)/b(v). Thus,
using (43)-(44)

Pr(At1(v)) ≤ 2 exp

{
−t1

d(v)

2m

b(v)

(1 + o(1))d(v)r(v)

}
(48)

≤ 2 exp

{
− (1 + ε/2)(lnn)2

4r(v)(cx− ln c)

}
. (49)

Let D` = {v ∈ V1, r(v) = `} then |D`| ≤ n`−1 = O(n`). It follows from P3a, that for
` ≥ 10s0/x, and from Lemma 15 that for t ≥ t1

∑
v∈V1

Pr(At(v)) ≤
L∑

`=1

|D`| exp

{
−(1 + ε/2)(lnn)2

4`(cx− ln c)

}
(50)

≤
10s0/x∑

`=1

n exp

{
−(1 + ε/2)(lnn)2

4`(cx− ln c)

}

+
L∑

`=10s0/x

cn(lnn)2(Lec)s0 exp

{
−`(cx− ln c)− (1 + ε/2)(lnn)2

4`(cx− ln c)

}
(51)

O

≤ n−100 + n1−(1+ε/2)1/2

(Lec)s0(lnn)5/2

= o(1). (52)

We next consider the case v ∈ V2. v belongs to a cycle of Γv. By P6a any such cycle is
of length at most 2k0 and by P4 there are O((lnn)5k0) such vertices and by Lemma 13(b),

Rv ≤ d(v)
b(v)−1

L(1 + o(1)) where b(v) ≥ 2, Consequently,

∑
v∈V2

Pr(At(v))
O

≤ (lnn)5k0e−t/(3mL) = o(1). (53)
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(Case (a(2)) of Theorem 2.) As in Case (a(1)), for V1,∑
v∈V1

Pr(At1(v)) ≤
L∑

`=1

|D`| exp

{
−(1 + ε/2)(lnn)2

4`(cx− ln c)

}

≤
10s0/x∑

`=1

n exp

{
−(1 + ε/2)(lnn)2

4`(cx− ln c)

}

+
L∑

`=10s0/x

(2c)`n1−`/ω−ω/(4`)+2s0/ω−εω/(8`) (54)

≤ n−100 +
L∑

`=10s0/x

exp

{
−
(
εω

8`
−O

(
1

ω

))
lnn

}
(55)

= o(1). (56)

The case v ∈ V2 is dealt with as it was in the previous case.

(Case (b) of Theorem 2.) Using (48) we obtain∑
v∈V1

Pr(At1(v)) ≤
L∑

`=1

|D`| exp {−(1 + ε/2)γ lnn/(α`)} (57)

≤
L∑

`=1

n1−α`+o(1)−(1+ε/2)γ/(α`) (58)

= no(1)−εγ/2αL (59)

= o(1).

Line (59) follows from 1− α`− γ/α` ≤ 0 when γ is given by (2).

In the case v ∈ V2, we see that v is large and Γv is a star plus a single edge. Furthermore,
Rv = 1 + o(1), (see Lemma 13(c)) and so∑

v∈V3

Pr(At1(v))
O

≤ (lnn)4e−(1−o(1))σ1t1/(2m) = o(1).

(Case (c) of Theorem 2.) Recall that now Rv = 1 + o(1) for all v ∈ V (see Lemma 13(d)).
Thus from (42)-(45) and P7c,

Cu − (t1 + 1)
O

≤ nδ+
∑
k≥1

(lnn)k

k!

∑
s≥t1

exp

{
− ks

(1 + o(1))n lnn

}
(60)

O

≤ n lnn
∑
k≥1

1

k!
exp

{
−kε(ln lnn+ δ+ lnn)/2

}
= o(t1). (61)
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This completes the proofs of the upper bound on cover time for the cases given in Theorem 2.

3.6 Lower bound on cover time

Let t0 = t∗1(1 − ε) where ε → 0 sufficiently slowly that any subsequently claimed inequalities
are valid. We prove that at time t0, the probability that the set S of special vertices is covered
by the walk Wu tends to zero. Hence T1(u) > t0 whp which implies that CG ≥ t∗1 − o(t∗1).

Case (a): By P7a, there is a set S of Θ(n1/2−o(1)) special vertices v with pairwise disjoint
neighbourhoods Nk0(C2, w(v)). Let X =

∑
v∈S Yv denote the subset of S which is unvisited

in [T, t0], then

E(X) =
∑
v∈S

Pr(At0(v)) =
∑

v

(1 +O(Tπv))e
−t0pv + o(

√
ne−λt0/2), (62)

where,

pv ≤

{
(2+o(1))(cx−ln c)

2m ln n
Case (a(1))

2+o(1)
n ln n

Case (a(2))
,

and thus
E(X) ≥ nA1ε. (63)

for some constant A1 > 0.

Case (b): By P7b there is a set S of Θ(n1−α`0−o(1)) special vertices such that Γv,Γv′ are
disjoint for v, v′ ∈ S. Also, (62) is valid where now

pv ≤
1 + o(1)

α`0n lnn

Since γ = α`0(1− α`0) this gives

E(X) ≥ Θ(n1−α`0−γ/(α`0)+εγ/(2α`0)) = Θ(nεγ/(2α`0))

and (63) holds here too.

Case (c): Assume for the moment that

δ+ lnn /∈ [0, (ln lnn)2].

It follows from P3c that Γv,Γv′ are disjoint for any pair of special vertices v, v′. Now let

k =

{
1 δ+ lnn > (ln lnn)2

ln lnn δ+ = 0
.
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Then, by P7c,

E(X)
Ω

≥ nδ+ (lnn)k

k!
e−k(1−ε/2)(δ+ ln n+ln ln n) � (lnn)4.

Having bounded E(X) from below in all cases, we continue by estimating the second moment
of X.

For any pair v, w ∈ S, let Z denote the vertex obtained by identifying v, w, and let GZ denote
the corresponding graph. Thus Z is at the center of an induced path of length 2`0 joining two
vertices of C2. The analysis of Lemmas 6, 12 are valid for GZ . We now argue that

RZ =
2

R−1
v +R−1

w

+ o(1) (64)

where Rv, Rw are computed with respect to G.

For Lemma 12 we can work with ΓZ = Γv ∪Γw and absorbing states at Γ◦
v ∪Γ0

w. Let ρZ , ρv, ρw

denote the probability of return to v before absorption in a random walk from v in ΓZ ,Γv,Γw

respectively. Then

ρZ =
ρv + ρw

2

R∗
x =

1

1− ρx

for x = Z, v, w.

and (64) follows.

So, from (64), with PrZ referring to probability in the space of random walks on GZ ,

PrZ(At0(Z)) = (1 +O(T/m)) exp

{
− t0πZ

(1 +O(TπZ))RZ

}
+ o(e−λt0/2)

= (1 + o(1)) exp

{
−t0πv

Rv

}
exp

{
−t0πw

Rw

}
+ o(e−λt0/2)

= (1 + o(1))Pr(At0(v))Pr(At0(w)). (65)

But, using rapid mixing in GZ ,

PrZ(At0(Z)) =
∑
x 6=Z

P T
Z,u(x)PrZ(Wx(t) 6= Z, T ≤ t ≤ t0)

=
∑
x 6=Z

(
deg(x)

2m
+O(n−3)

)
PrZ(Wx(t) 6= Z, T ≤ t ≤ t0)

=
∑

x 6=v,w

(
P T

u (x) +O(n−3)
)
Pr(Wx(t) 6= v, w, T ≤ t ≤ t0) (66)

= Pr(Wu(t) 6= v, w, T ≤ t ≤ t0) +O(n−3)

= Pr(At0(v, w)) +O(n−3).
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Equation (66) follows because there is a natural measure preserving map between walks in G
that start at x 6= v, w and avoid v, w and walks in GZ that avoid Z.

It follows from (65), (66) that

E(Yv,t1Yw,t1) = (1 + o(1))E(Yv,t1)E(Yw,t1) +O(n−3). (67)

By the Chebyshev inequality and (63) and (67), we find that

Pr(X < E(X/2)) = o(1)

and thus whp at least E(X)/2− T vertices of S are unvisited at t0.

We are left with Case (c) and δ+ lnn ∈ [0, (ln lnn)2]. Our current argument shows that for
every start vertex u, there are whp at least (nδ+

lnn)/2 vertices of degree 1 that will not be
visited in the time interval [T, t0]. However, we must also consider the possibility that these
vertices have been visited before time T . The problem we have is that (nδ+

lnn)/2 may be
smaller than T . But, suppose that we choose u according to the steady state distribution of
a random walk on C1. Then the probability that the walk visits a vertex of degree 1 during
[0, T ] is O(Tnδ+−1) = o(1). We deduce that almost every u is such that a walk starting from
u, whp avoids all vertices of degree 1 during the interval [0, T ]. For any such u, there will
whp be unvisited vertices of degree 1 by time t0.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

3.7 The edge cover time of the giant component

We will limit ourselves to a brief exposition of the proofs of Theorem 3 and the remaining
theorems, as their analysis is very similar to that for the cover time of the Giant. We identify
certain vertices as special by direct analogy with the definitions used for the case of the Giant
component (see Section 3).

For an edge e = {u, v}, the probability Pr(At(e)) that e has not been visited by step t can
be found by subdividing e with a vertex w of degree 2. That is, At(e) occurs in C1 iff At(w)
occurs in the modified graph.

In the expressions below, ∆ = O(log n) denotes the maximum degree of Gn,p. Case (a(1))
of Theorem 3.
The probability that some edge of the 2-core has not been covered by time t0 = (1− ε)t∗1 is at
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most (see (51))

10s0/x∑
`=1

m exp

{
−(1− 3ε/2)(lnn)2

2`(cx− ln c)

}
+

L∑
`=10s0/x

c∆n(lnn)2(Lec)s0 exp

{
−`(cx− ln c)− (1− 3ε/2)(lnn)2

2`(cx− ln c)

}
= o(1).

In the above sum we are estimating each Pr(At0(e)) by considering a random walk where e
alone is split. This accounts for the m replacing n in the first sum.

We next consider edges of the mantle. Every edge of an arborescence must have been covered
by the time the last vertex of degree 1 of that arborescence is covered. Conversely, the last
vertex of degree 1 of that arborescence is covered at exactly the same step as the unique edge
incident with it.

Case (a(2)) of Theorem 3.
The proof is similar to case (a(1)). The probability that some edge of the 2-core has not been
covered by time t0 = (1− ε)t∗1 is at most (see (54))

10s0/x∑
`=1

m exp

{
−(1− 3ε/2)(lnn)2

2`(cx− ln c)

}
+

L∑
`=10s0/x

∆(2c)`n1−`/ω−ω/(2`)+2s0/ωe3εω ln n/(2`) = o(1).

Case (b) of Theorem 3.
The probability that some edge of the 2-core has not been covered by time t0 = (1− ε)t∗1 is at
most (see (58))

L∑
`=1

∆
(
n1−α`+o(1)−2(1+ε/3)γ/(α`) + n1−α(`−1)+o(1)−σ1(1+ε/3)γ/(α`)

)
= o(1).

Case (c) of Theorem 3.
Comparing with (60) we see that, where Ĉu denotes the expected time to visit all edges of the
2-core,

Ĉu − (t1 + 1)
O

≤ ∆nδ+
∑
k≥2

(lnn)k

k!

∑
s≥t1

exp

{
− ks

(1 + o(1))n lnn

}
= o(t1).

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
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4 Cover time of the k-cores, k ≥ 2

4.1 Cover time of 2-core

We make some minor amendments to the analysis used in the proof of Theorem 2, which we
now explain.

Proof of Theorem 4(a).

(i) During the construction of Γv in Section 3.3, we require only that paths from v to Γ◦
v are

ds0/2e-attached. Case (a) of Lemma 12 is still true with this change i.e. p1 ≤ 1/(lnn)6 and

so R̂v = R∗
v(1 + o(1)).

(ii) We distinguish between vertices of the giant 2-connected block B2 of C2, and vertices in
U , the pendicles consisting of unicyclic components rooted at B2. We define two sets

V1 = {v ∈ B2 : v does not lie on a cycle of Γv}
V2 = C2 \ V1.

(iii) Suppose that v ∈ V1 has degree d = d(v) ≥ 2. The we can find d internally disjoint
paths from v to the boundary of Γv. Let α be the minimum and β be the maximum lengths
of these paths. By deleting edges not on these paths and sub-dividing edges, we may ensure
that there is one path of length α and there are d − 1 paths of length β. This construction
only increases the expected number of returns to v. Thus

Rv ≤ (1 + o(1))
dαβ

α+ (d− 1)β
≤ (1 + o(1))

dαβ

α+ β
. (68)

This follows from Lemma 10 and (29) and b(v) = d(v).

(iv) For v ∈ V1, let `(v) = α + β and let D` = {v ∈ V1, `(v) = `}. Thus |D`| ≤ `n` and
R(v) ≤ (1 + o(1))d(v)`/4.

Recall that t∗2 = cx2

16(cx−ln c)
n(lnn)2, and let t2 = t∗2(1 + ε). Now 2m ∼ cx2n (see P0) and thus,

Pr(At2(v)) ≤ 2 exp

{
−t2

d(v)

2m

1− o(1)

Rv

}
≤ 2 exp

{
−(1 + ε/2)(lnn)2

4`(cx− ln c)

}
.

That t2 is an upper bound for the expected time to cover V1 now follows from arguments
similar to (50)-(53).

(v) For v ∈ V2, we have R∗
v ≤ d(v)L and so

Pr(At2(v)) ≤ 2 exp

{
−(1 + ε/2)(lnn)2

8L(cx− ln c)

}
= n−δ,
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for some δ > 0 whereas, by P4, |V2| = O((lnn)5k0).

For the lower bound, we say that a vertex v of C2 is special, if d(v) = 2, v is at the center of
a path of length `0 (or `0 + 1 if `0 is even) attached to the 2-core only at its endpoints, and
properties S2-S4 hold. Rv ≥ `0/2−O(1) (see proof of Lemma 13(e)) and πv ∼ 2/(cx2n) and
thus pv ≤ (4 + o(1))/(`0cx

2n). The proof then follows the structure of the proof of the lower
bound in Theorem 2(a).

Proof of Theorem 4(b).

If v is a large vertex of V1, then by arguments similar to Lemma 13 (c) we find that Rv =
1 + o(1). Let V ′

1 be the set of small vertices of V1, and let v ∈ V ′
1 . When we prune Γv as in

(iii) above, we find v is in a path PvQ of length ` = `(v), ` ≥ 2, in which all of the ` − 1
internal vertices are small. As in (68), we have R∗

v ≤ (d(v)/2)(2b`/2cd`/2e/`). For such a v,

Pr(At2(v)) ≤ 2 exp

{
−(1 + ε/2)γ lnn

α

`

b`/2cd`/2e

}
.

Let D` = {v ∈ V ′
1 : `(v) = `}. By P3b(ii) there are at most n`−1 = n1−α(`−1)+o(1) such paths,

and so ∑
v∈V ′

1

Pr(At2(v)) ≤ 2
L∑

`=2

`|D`| exp

{
−(1 + ε/2)`γ lnn

αb`/2cd`/2e

}

≤
L∑

`=2

n1−α(`−1)+o(1)−(1+ε/3)γ`/(αb`/2cd`/2e)

= o(1),

provided we choose γ as in (3).

Proof of Theorem 4(c). This is a straightforward imitation of (60)-(61).

4.2 Cover time of the k-core, k ≥ 3

For Ck, k ≥ 3, the likely presence of many large induced trees of degree k will determine both
upper and lower bounds for the cover time, by applying the methods of [8], [9].

We first summarize some properties of the k-core. Let f(x) = fk(c, x) where

fk(c, x) = 1− e−cx

(
1 + cx+ · · ·+ (cx)k−2

(k − 2)!

)
.

The threshold for the appearance of the k-core is the minimum value ck, of c such that a posi-
tive solution of x = f(x) exists. For c > ck, let xk be the largest solution in (0, 1) of x = f(x).
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Then |E(Ck)| ∼ ncx2
k/2, |V (Ck)| ∼ nfk−1(c, xk) and nk, the number of vertices of degree k

satisfies nk ∼ n(cxk)
ke−cxk/k!. These estimates are accurate to within O(n2/3(lnn)7/3) whp

(see e.g. [10], [20]).

Let v ∈ Ck, and Gv be the sub-graph of Ck rooted at v, of depth r. We say that v is locally
regular, if Gv is a tree, and all vertices of Gv have degree k in Ck. Following [8], [9] it is these
locally regular vertices v which have the largest value of Rv ∼ (k− 1)/(k− 2), and whp there
are nδ of such vertices are still not covered at T ∗

k (1− ε), for suitable δ, ε→ 0. Thus, to prove
Theorem 5 it will be enough to establish the existence of a large set of such locally regular
vertices whp.

Let Y count locally regular sub-graphs of the k-core, and v be locally regular. Working
outwards from the root vertex v, with l0 = 1, let li be the number of vertices at level i ofGv. For
i ≥ 1, li = k(k−1)i−1. Let r = ln lnn and a = l1+· · ·+lr = k((k−1)r−1)/(k−2) = (lnn)O(1).
Thus |V (Gv)| = a+ 1, and (a+ 1)k = 2a+ (k − 1)lr.

We model the k-core via a configuration model. Condition on the degree sequence of Ck and
assume that it has ν ∼ nfk−1(c, x) vertices and µ ∼ cx2n/2 edges. Let W be a set of size
2µ and let W1, . . . ,Wν partition W where |Wi| equals the degree of the ith vertex of Ck. A
random partition F of W into µ pairs defines a random multigraph γ(F ) in the usual way,
Bollobás [5]. Within this model,

E(Y ) =

(
nk

a+ 1

)(
a+ 1

l0 l1 l2 · · · lr

)
kl1l1! · · · klr lr!

×
(

2µ− (a+ 1)k

(k − 1)lr

)
((k − 1)lr)!

Φ(2µ− (2a+ 2(k − 1)lr))

Φ(2µ)

= (nk)(a+1)

(
k

2

)a

2(a+1)k (µ)(a+1)k−a

(2µ)(a+1)k

where Φ(2m) = (2m)!/(m!2m), and

(µ)(a+1)k−a

(2µ)(a+1)k

∼ 1

2(a+1)kµa
.

So

E(Y ) ∼ (nk)
a+1

(
k

cx2
kn

)a

∼ n
(cxk)

k

k!
e−cxk

(
e−cxk

xk

(cxk)
k−1

(k − 1)!

)a

= n1−o(1).

We prove concentration of Y by a standard martingale argument. We can construct γ(F )
by taking a random permutation of W and pairing up adjacent elements. If we swap two
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elements of the permutation then we affect two edges γ(F ) and then we can change Y by at
most ω = O(kr) = O((lnn)O(1)) since there are at most this many vertices at distance r from
any fixed edge. It follows that

Pr(|Y − E(Y )| ≥ Aω
√
n lnn) ≤ exp

(
−A

2ω2n lnn

2ω2cn

)
= O

(
n−A2/2c

)
.

This immediately implies the same order of concentration for the k-core of Gn,p itself.

Upper bound for cover time. Recall the definition of Vk(v) in (27), which defines a sub-
graph Tv, the local neighbourhood of v to depth L. For simplicity we choose L = ln lnn.
If v is locally regular then Rv = (1 + o(1))(k − 1)/k − 2). For any other tree Tv, we can
prune to a locally regular sub-tree. This increases Rv to (1 + o(1))(k− 1)/k− 2) by Raleigh’s
Monotonicity Theorem. Thus for vertices v with Tv a tree we have

pv ≤
k

cx2
kn

k − 2

k − 1
(1 + o(1)).

Recalling that t∗k = cx2
k(k − 1)/(k(k − 2))n lnn, we see that

ne−pvt∗k(1+ε) = o(1/ lnn),

for ε = o(1) but not too small. Thus from (45), t∗k(1 + o(1)) is an upper bound for the time
taken to cover all locally tree-like vertices where Tv is a tree.

For local neighbourhoods Tv with a cycle, pruning an edge could introduce two vertices u, u′

of degree k − 1. In the worst case u, u′ are now of degree 2. However every other vertex on
a path from v to the boundary has degree at least 3, so Rv = O(ln lnn) by comparison with
a biased walk on a path (see Lemma 12). As there are O((lnn)ln ln n) vertices v for which Tv

contains a cycle (see P4), and

O((lnn)ln ln n)e
− k

cx2
k

n

t∗k
O(ln ln n) = o(1/ lnn),

it follows from (45) that t∗k is also an upper bound for the time to cover all locally non-tree-like
vertices.

Lower bound for cover time. There are at most O(k2r lnn) locally regular vertices within
distance 2r of a given locally regular vertex v. Let S be a maximal set of locally regular
vertices at distance at least 2r + 1 from each other. Choosing r = ln lnn, by the previous
discussion we see that |S| × O(k2r lnn) ≥ n1−o(1) i.e. |S| = n1−o(1). The lower bound now
follows from the arguments already used previously.

Final Remark It is well known that if a k-core, Ck, k ≥ 1 has ν vertices and µ edges, then
it has the same distribution as a random graph with this number of vertices and edges, but
conditioned to have minimum degree at least k. Thus with some extra effort we could have
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couched our results within this model. This would have lengthened the paper. We do not
claim to have checked the calculations and we do not claim that we can deduce results for the
conditional model from what we have proved. We may be misguided, but we do not forsee
any significant difficulties in carrying out such a project.
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A Proof of Lemma 8

(a) For any c the equation x = 1− e−cx has the solution x = 0. Using x = 1− e−cx, provided
0 < x < 1, we obtain

c =
1

x
ln

1

1− x

= 1 +
x

2
+ · · ·+ xj

j + 1
+ · · · . (69)
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The RHS of (69) increases monotonically from 1 to ∞ as x ↑ 1. Thus for any c > 1 the
equation x = 1− e−cx has a unique solution in (0, 1). This solution satisfies

ce−cx =
1− x

x
ln

1

1− x

=
1− x

x

(
x+

x2

2
+ · · ·+ xj

j
+ · · ·

)
= 1− x

2
− x2

6
− · · · − xj

j(j + 1)
− · · · (70)

< 1. (71)

Thus
ln(ce−cx) = ln c− cx < ln(1− x/2). (72)

From (69) we see that

c = 1 + x

(
1

2
+
x

3
+ · · ·+ xj−1

j + 1
+ · · ·

)
≤ 1 + x

(
1

2
+ c− 1

)
,

and we see that x ≥ 2(c− 1)/(2c− 1). Combining this with (72) gives cx− ln c > ln(2− 1/c).

(b) We write θ(c) = (2 − x)/(1 − g(c)) where g(c) = (ln c)/cx. Since x → 1 as c → ∞ we
see immediately g(c) → 0 and θ(c) → 1 as c → ∞. We next show that g(c) is monotone
decreasing with increasing c and this will show that θ(c) is monotone decreasing.

From 1− x− e−cx = 0 we find that dx/dc = x/(ecx − c). Thus

dg(c)

dc
=

1

c2x

(
1− ln c

(
1 +

c

x

dx

dc

))
= − 1

c2x(1− ce−cx)
(ln c+ ce−cx − 1).

Let h(c) = ln c + ce−cx − 1. We claim that for c > 1, h(c) is monotone increasing and hence
positive, and so (see (71)) dg/dc < 0. From (70) we have

dh(x)

dx
=

1

c

dc

dx
−
(

1

2
+
x

3
+ · · ·+ xj−1

j + 1
+ · · ·

)
,

and from (69)

1

c

dc

dx
=

1
2

+ 2x
3

+ · · ·+ jxj−1

j+1
+ · · ·

1 + x
2

+ · · ·+ xj

j+1
+ · · ·

.
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The result we require is equivalent to

1

2
+

2x

3
+ · · ·+ (j + 1)xj

j + 2
+ · · · >

(
1 +

x

2
+ · · ·+ xj

j + 1
+ · · ·

)
×
(

1

2
+
x

3
+ · · ·+ xj

j + 2
+ · · ·

)
.

The coefficient of xk on the LHS is (k + 1)/(k + 2) and on the RHS it is

k∑
j=0

1

j + 1
· 1

k − j + 2
,

which is the sum of k + 1 terms of which the first is 1/(k + 2) and the others are strictly less
than this value.

Finally, it follows from (70) that cx− ln c = x/2 +O(x2) as x→ 0 and so
θ(c) = c(2− x)/(1/2 +O(x)) as x→ 0 giving that θ(c) → 1/4 as c→ 1. 2

B Proof of Lemma 9

Properties P0,P1: Proofs of our assertions can be found for example in [12], [19] and [20].

Property P2: We only need to consider vertex sets S that induce connected sub-graphs. For
0 < ε� 1 we have, with γ = ε/(1− ε), from the Chernoff bound

Pr(B(r, θ) ≤ (1− γ)rθ) ≤ e(γ+γ ln 1/γ−1)rθ,

Pr(∃S ⊆ [n], s = |S| ∈ [K lnn, εn], |E(S : S̄)| ≤ εc|S| and S induces a connected sub-graph)

≤
εn∑

s=K ln n

(
n

s

)
ss−2ps−1e(γ+γ ln 1/γ−1)s(n−s)p (73)

≤
εn∑

s=K ln n

(
n

s

)
ss−2ps−1e(γ+γ ln 1/γ−1)sn(1−ε)p

≤ n
εn∑

s=K ln n

(ce1+(γ+γ ln 1/γ−1)(1−ε)c)s (74)

Now ce−c < 1 − Ω(1) if c ≥ 1 + Ω(1) and so for sufficiently small ε and K sufficiently large,
the RHS of (74) is o(1). It follows that whp

ΦS ≥
εc|S|
∆|S|

= Ω(1/ lnn)

for |S| ∈ [K lnn, εn].
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Since C1 is connected and it is easy to show by the first moment method that no set of size
s ≤ K lnn will have ≥ s+ 1 edges, it follows that whp ΦS = Ω(1/ lnn) for |S| ≤ K lnn too.
We will have to work harder for s ≥ εn.

Let µc = cx(2− x)n/3, which whp is significantly less than the number of edges in C1. We
show now that whp there is no small set of vertices with total degree ≥ µc. So let α be a
small positive constant. Then, using the Chernoff bound,

Pr(B(r, θ) ≥ λrθ) ≤ (e/λ)λrθ

we obtain

Pr(∃K : |K| ≤ αn, |E(K)| ≥ µc/3) ≤ n

(
n

αn

)(
9eα2

2x(2− x)

)µc/3

= o(1)

and

Pr(∃K : |K| ≤ αn, |E(K : K̄)| ≥ µc/3) ≤ n

(
n

αn

)(
9eα(1− α)

x(2− x)

)µc/3

= o(1)

provided α = αc is sufficiently small.

It follows that we can restrict our attention to sets of size at most (x− αc)n in our definition
of conductance. Indeed, if |K| > (x−αc)n then d(K) ≥ (1− o(1))cx(2−x)n−µc > d(C1)/2.
Now assume that c ≥ 1000. A calculation shows that 1/20 will suffice for αc if c > 1000.
Thus,

Pr(∃S ⊆ [n], s = |S| ∈ [εn, (x− 1/20)n], |E(S : S̄)| ≤ εc|S|)

≤
19n/20∑
s=εn

(
n

s

)
e(γ+γ ln 1/γ−1)snp/20

≤ 2n

19n/20∑
s=εn

e−cs/30

= o(1)

provided c ≥ 30/ε. This is feasible because we can take ε = 1/20 and still have the RHS of
(74) tending to zero.

It remains to consider the case 1 + Ω(1) ≤ c < 1000. We show first that it is sufficient to only
consider subsets of V (C2). For each v ∈ V (C2) let τ(v) denote the number of vertices in the
mantle that are attached to the 2-core at v. For each k = O(lnn) let tk = |{v ∈ V (C2) :
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τ(v) = k}|. Now

E(tk) = n

(
n− 1

k − 1

)(
O(ne−n1/4

) + kk−2pk−1(1− p)(k−1)(n−O(k))+(1−x)n+O(n1/4)×

∑
i≥2

(
xn+O(n1/4)

i

)
pi(1− p)xn+O(n1/4)−i

)
= Θ(n(ce−c)kkk−2/(k − 1)!).

A similar calculation shows that E(t2k) = (1+O(n−1/4 lnn)E(tk)
2. LetK0 =

{
k : E(tk) > n1/2

}
and K1 =

{
k : E(tk) ≤ n1/2

}
. The Chebyshev inequality implies that whp

∑
k∈K0

tk ∼∑
k∈K0

E(tk). Choose a large constant A. Then whp∑
k≥A

tk
O

≤ n
∑
k≥A

(ce1−c)k +O(n1/2(lnn)2) = O(n(ce1−c)A). (75)

Now choose A > 1 large enough so that (ce1−c)A ≤ εn/(10AB) where B is the hidden constant
in the RHS of (75). We then observe that we can also write∑

k≥A

ktk
O

≤ n
∑
k≥A

k(ce1−c)k +O(n1/2(lnn)2) = O(n(ce1−c)A). (76)

Now further assume that A large enough so that (ce1−c)A ≤ εn/(10AC) where C is the hidden
constant in the RHS of (76).

Therefore, whp if S ⊆ V (C2) and s = |S| then∑
v∈S

τ(v) ≤ As+ Cεn/(10AC). (77)

Suppose now that S ⊆ V (C1) and s = |S| ∈ [εn, (x− αc)n]. Let S1 = S ∩ V (C2). We write

|E(S : S̄)| ≥ |E2(S1 : S̄1)|+ |YS| (78)

where E2 refers to edge-sets in C2 and YS = {v ∈ S : τS(v) < τ(v)} and τS(v) is the number
of mantle vertices y ∈ S such that w(y) = v.

If |S1| ≤ s/(3A) then (77) implies that |S| ≤ s/(3A) + s/3 + εn/(10A) < s, contradiction. So
we can assume that |S1| ≥ s/(3A). Therefore,

Assume now that A is large enough so that ε/A ≤ 5αc/3. If |S1| ≥ |V (C2| − αcn/(3A) and
|YS| ≤ αcn/(3A) then (77) implies

|S| ≥ |V (C1| −
∑

v∈(V (C2)\S1)∪YS

τ(v) ≥ |V (C1| − 2αcn/3− εn/(10A) ≥ |V (C1| − 5αcn/6.

So if S ⊆ V (C1) and αcn ≤ |S| ≤ (|V (C1| − αc)n then either |YS| ≥ αcn/(3A) and we are
done via (78) or αcn ≤ |S1| ≤ |V (C2| − αcn.
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Claim 1. If S1 ⊆ V (C2) with αcn ≤ |S1| ≤ |V (C2)| − αcn then |E2(S1 : S̄1)| = Ω(n/ lnn).

The claim and (78) finshes our proof of P2.

To prove Claim 1 we consider the Kernel H of G. We start with C2 and then replace every
induced path by an edge. Suppose that H has ν vertices and µ edges.

Claim 2. Whp every S2 ⊆ V (H) with |S2| ≥ n/(lnn)2 and with total degree dH(S2) ≤ µ
satisfies |EH(S2 : S̄2)| ≥ η|S2| for some constant η > 0.

Given Claim 2 we can verify Claim 1 as follows: Suppose that S1 ⊆ V (C2) induces a connected
sub-graph. We replace all induced paths by edges and then delete vertices of degree one. We
are left with a sub-graph of H induced by a set S2, say. We note that

|EH(S2, S̄2)| = |E(S1 : S̄1)|. (79)

We note next that
|S2| = Ω(|S1|/ lnn). (80)

Indeed, let a star with centre v be a collection of induced paths P1, P2, . . . , Pk, all with v as one
endpoint and whose other endpoint is of degree two. Let the size of this star be the number
of edges it contains. Then for ` = O(lnn),

Pr(∃ a star of size `) ≤ n
∑̀
k=1

∑
`1+···+`k=`

k∏
i=1

n`i

`i!
p`i−1(1− p)(`i−1)(n−`)(n− 2)p(1− p)n−`

≤ 2n(ce−c)`
∑̀
k=1

∑
`1+···+`k=`

k∏
i=1

1

`i!

≤ 2n(ce−c)`
∑̀
k=1

k`

`!

≤ 2n`(ce1−c)`

= o(1),

provided we choose ` large enough.

If we combine (79), (80) and our claim, then we immediately see that if dH(S2) ≤ m then
|E(S1 : S̄1)| = Ω(|S2|) = Ω(|S1|/ lnn) as required. (This is good enough for bounding
conductance since 1 < c ≤ 1000 and so C1 has O(n) edges whp).

We must also consider the possibility that dH(S2) > m. In this case we observe that S̄1 maps
to S̄2 and |S̄2| = Ω(n/ lnn) and we can apply Claim 2 to S̄2.

Proof of Claim 2 We start by observing that C2 is random given its degree sequence
d1, d2, . . . , d|V (C2)|. We then fix a degree sequence and consider a configuration model [4] for
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graphs with a fixed degree sequence. Recall that we replace a vertex of degree d by a set of
points of size d and construct our multi-graphs from random pairings of the points in a natural
way. Since c ≤ 1000, the probability the configuration multi-graph is simple is bounded below
by a constant and so almost sure properties of the configuration version are inherited by C2.
The kernel of the configuration multi-graph is then the configuration multi-graph obtained by
deleting all of the two element subsets. We will loosely refer to this as H as well.

Suppose now that S ⊆ V (H) and that S has total degree D ≤ µ. Let η > 0 be small. The
number of ways of partitioning a set of even size N into N/2 pairs is

ψ(N) =
(N)!

(N/2)!2N/2
.

The probability that |EH(S : S̄)| ≤ η|S| is(
D

η|S|

)(
2µ−D

η|S|

)
(η|S|)!ψ(D − η|S|)ψ(2µ−D − η|S|)ψ(2µ)−1 =(

µ
D/2

)(
2µ
D

) 2η|S|(
η|S|

η|S|/2

)( D/2

η|S|/2

)(
µ−D/2

η|S|/2

)
≤

√
η|S|

(
µ

η|S|

)(
µ

D/2

) . (81)

Explanation We choose η|S| points associated with the vertices in S and another η|S| points
associated with the vertices in S̄ and pair them up in (η|S|)! ways. We then complete the
pairing in ψ(D−η|S|)ψ(2µ−D−η|S|) ways. We then divide by ψ(2µ) to get the probability.

Let ν0 = n/(lnn)2 and note that if dH(S) ≤ µ then |S| ≤ ν − ν0, which follows immediately
from the maximum degree of H being o(lnn). Thus the probability there exists a set S of
total degree D and |EH(S : S̄)| ≤ η|S| is at most

n1/2

ν−ν0∑
k=ν0

µ∑
D=3k

∑
S: |S|=k,
dH(S)=D

(
µ
ηk

)(
µ

D/2

) O

≤ n3/2

ν−ν0∑
k=ν0

(
µ
ηk

)(
µ

3k/2

) O

≤ n3/2

ν−ν0∑
k=ν0

(
3ke−1/2+η/3

2(µ− ηk)

)(3/2−η)k

= o(1).

Property P3a: (i) Assume that 10x−1s0 ≤ ` ≤ L.

Case (a1): σ1 = 1, s0 = 60 ln lnn, L = ln n+2s0 ln ln n+cs0

cx−ln c
.

The expected number of paths P of length ` which are not s0-attached is at most(
n

`+ 1

)
(`+ 1)!

(
O(e−n1/4

) + (1 + o(1))p`
∑
t≤s0

(
`

t

)
xt(1− x)`−t

)
. (82)

Explanation We choose a set S of ` + 1 vertices and order them s0, s1, . . . , s`. We then
expose the edges of V \ S. The O(e−n1/4

) term is the probability that there is no giant of size
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ξn (ξ = x+O(n−1/4)) produced. We now expose the edges from S to V \ S. The probability
that some fixed set T ⊆ S \ {s0} of size t contains the only vertices adjacent to at least two
vertices of the exposed giant K is

(1− (1− p)ξn)t(1− p)ξn(`−t) = xt(1− x)`−t(1 +O(n−1/4 lnn)).

We then multiply by p` for the probability of the existence of the path, which places the
sub-path induced by T in C2.

The expression in (82) can be bounded by

2cn(ce−cx)`

(
`ex

s0(1− x)

)s0

≤ 2cn(ce−cx)`(`ec)s0 = O(n`/(lnn)2) (83)

and the claim follows from the Markov inequality.

Case (a2): σ1 = ln n
ω(ln ln n)10

, s0 = 50, L = 2ω.

We replace (82) by(
n

`+ 1

)
(`+ 1)!

O(e−n1/4

) + (1 + o(1))p`
∑
t≤s0

(
`

t

)( σ1∑
i=0

(
ξn

i

)
pi(1− p)ξn−i

)`−t


≤ n(2c)`(cσ1e−cx)`−s0 (84)

and the claim follows from the Markov inequality.

(ii) If ` = L then the middle term of (83) and the RHS of (84) are both o(1/ lnn) and so whp
all paths of length L are s0-attached.

Property P3b: σ1 = ln n
(ln ln n)10

,Λ = bα−1c.
(i) The probability that there exists S, |S| ≤ ln lnn such that S induces a connected sub-graph
and also contains Λ + 1 small vertices is at most

ln ln n∑
k=Λ+1

(
n

k

)
kk−2pk−1

(
k

Λ + 1

)( σ1∑
i=0

(
n− ln lnn

i

)
pi(1− p)n−ln ln n−i

)Λ+1

≤

n(ln lnn)O(ln ln n)n−(α−o(1))(Λ+1) = o(1).

(ii) The expected number of paths with all but at most one vertex small can be bounded by

(
n

`+ 1

)
(`+ 1)!p`(`+ 1)

(
σ1∑
i=0

(
n− ln lnn

i

)
pi(1− p)n−ln ln n−i

)`

≤ n(`+ 1)c`n−(α−o(1))` = n1−α`+o(1). (85)

The Markov inequality proves the bound is valid whp and when ` > Λ the RHS of (85) is
o(1).
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(iii) The expected number of trees of size k = O(lnn) in the mantle can be bounded by(
n

k

)
kk−2pk−1

(
O(e−n1/4

) + (k − 1)(1− p)k(xn−k)
)
≤ kck−1n1−(α−o(1))k

and this is o(1) for k ≥ Λ + 1.

(iv) The expected number of cycles of size ≤ (ln lnn)2 which contain a small vertex is

(ln ln n)2∑
k=3

nkpkn−α+o(1) = o(1).

Property P3c. The proof follows that of P3b.

Property P4: k0 = A0 ln lnn.
Whp the maximum degree is O(lnn) and the expected number of cycles of length at most
2k0 is O(k0c

2k0). Thus with probability 1 − O(1/ lnn) there are at most O(k0c
2k0 lnn) such

cycles and most O(k2
0c

2k0(lnn)2k0+2) vertices on or within distance 2k0 of such cycles.

Property P5a (i) The expected number of paths of length at most k3
0, with at least 2 shortcuts

is at most
k3
0∑

`=4

(
n

`

)
`!

(
`

2

)2

p`+1 = O

(
ck

3
0+1k12

0

n

)
= o(1).

(ii) The expected number η of paths contradicting P5a(2) satisfies

η ≤ 2

(
n

k2
0

)
(k2

0)!p
k2
0

(
k2

0

3s0

)
(1− x+O(n−1/4))k2

0−3s0

2k0∑
k=3

k

(
n

k

)
k!pk

= 5k0(ce
−cx)k2

0c2k0+1

(
k2

0e
1+cx

3s0

)3s0

≤ 5k0e
−k2

0x/2c2k0+1

(
k2

0e
1+cx

3s0

)3s0

after using (70)

= o(1).

Part (iii) follows directly from (a), (b).

Property P5b. (i) The probability that there is a pair of small cycles that are close together
is at most the probability that there is a set of ≤ 3k vertices spanning ≥ k + 1 edges where
3 ≤ k ≤ ln lnn. And so this is at most

3 ln ln n∑
k=3

(
n

k

)( (
k
2

)
k + 1

)
pk+1 ≤ n−1(lnn)3 ln ln n+6 = o(1).
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(ii) The expected number of triangles is O((lnn)3).

Property P6a: The expected number of cycles violating the condition is at most

2
∑

`1,`2≥k0

n`1+`2p`1+`2

(
`1
s0

)
xs0(1− x)`1−s0

(
`2
s0

)
xs0(1− x)`2−s0

≤ 2
∑

`1,`2≥k0

(
`1ex

s0(1− x)

)s0

(ce−cx)`1

(
`2ex

s0

)s0(1−x)

(ce−cx)`2

= 2

(
ex

s0(1− x)

)2s0
(∑

`≥k0

`s0(ce−cx)`

)2

. (86)

Case a(1):
If u` = `s0(ce−cx)` then

u`+1/u` ≤ exp {s0/k0 − (cx− ln c)} ≤ exp {−(cx− ln c)/2} < 1.

So, if ζ = k0ex(ce−cx)k0/s0

s0(1−x)
then the RHS of (86) is O(ζ2s0).

Suppose first that x ≤ 1/2. Then we assume that A0 is large enough so that if B0 = A0/60
then ζ ≤ 2B0e(ce

−cx)B0 < 1/2 and then we have the RHS of (86) equal to o(1).

If x ≥ 1/2 then ζ = k0e1+cxx(ce−cx)k0/s0

s0
≤ B0e

c+1(ce−c/2)B0 ≤ 1/2 for large enough A0 and we
also have the RHS of (86) equal to o(1).

Case a(2): The RHS of (86) is at most

3e100c(A0 ln lnn)100e−2ck0(1−o(1)) = o(1).

Property P7a

Let S1 be the set of vertices satisfying S1, S2, S3. Let S2 be the set of vertices v ∈ S1

with a path rooted to the 2-core at w(v) which extends to a path of length k0 in the 2-core,
which is not s0 attached. Let S be the set of special vertices, then using P4 we see that
|S| = |S1| − |S2| −O((lnn)3k0+2). Let m = nx+O(n3/4). Thus

E(|S1|) = o(1)+(
n

`0 + 1

)
(`0 + 1)!p`0(1− p)n−2(1− p)m(`0−1)+(`0

2 )(1− p)n−m
∑
i≥2

(
m

i

)
pi(1− p)m−i (87)

= Θ(n(ce−cx)`0e−c(2−x))

= Θ(n1/2−o(1)).

Explanation of (87): We choose a vertex v and an ordered set of vertices A = (v, v1, v2, . . . ,
v`0+1 = w(v)). We then expose the edges of H = G − A to obtain a graph distributed as
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Gn−`0−1,p. With probability 1−O(e−n1/4
), G will have a giant component C ′

1 of size m ∼ xn.
The (1 − p)n−2 is for S1. The final vertex w(v) has no edges to the small components of H
(for S3), or to the vertices of A. The vertex w(v) is in the 2-core, so has at least 2 edges to
C ′

1 the giant of H.

If we repeat the calculation with disjoint pairs of `0-sets we find that E(|S1|2) ∼ (E(S1|)2.
Thus the Chebyshev inequality can be used to show that whp |S1| ∼ E(|S1|) = Θ(n1/2−o(1)).

Coming now to S2, we have

Case (a1):

E(|S2|) ≤
(

n

`0 + 1

)
(`0 + 1)!p`0(1− p)n−2(1− p)m(`0−1)+(`0

2 ) (88)

×(1− p)n−m
∑
i≥2

(
m

i

)
pi(1− p)m−i (89)

×
(
n− `0
k0

)
k0!p

k0

∑
t<s0

(
k0

t

)
xt(1− x)k0−t. (90)

Explanation of (88)–(90): This is similar to (87). We first choose two ordered sets A,B of
size `0 +1, k0 respectively, and examine the giant component C ′

1 of H = G−A−B. The lines
(88), (89) establish the properties S1, S2 and S3 and attach at least two edges from w(v) to
C ′

1. The line (90) considers the path wQxk0 rooted at w(v) on the vertices of B = (x1, ..., xk0).
The last term upper bounds the probability that such a path is not s0-attached. We see that

E(|S2|)
O

≤ E(|S1|)
(
k0ex

s0

)s0

(ce−cx)k0 = O

(
E(|S1|)
(lnn)2

)

Case (a2): Here we replace (90) by

(
n− `0
k0

)
k0!p

k0

∑
t<s0

(
k0

t

)(σ1−1∑
i=0

(
ξn

i

)
pi(1− p)ξn−i

)k0−t

≤ (2c)k0n−k0/(2ω) = o(1/(lnn)2)

Applying the Markov inequality, with probability 1−O(1/ lnn) we have that |S2| ≤ |S1|/ lnn.

We combine this with our bounds on |S1| and P4 to obtain that whp |S| = Θ(n1/2−o(1)).

Finally, we note that the expected number of pairs v1, v2 of vertices of degree one, both at
distance `0 from C2 such that w(v1), w(v2) are at most 2k0 apart is bounded by

O(n2e−n1/4

)) +
(
n`0+1p`0(1− p)nx`0(1+O(n3/4))

)2
2k0−1∑
i=0

nipi+1 = (lnn)O(ln ln n).
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Thus whp there are (lnn)O(ln ln n) such pairs. Removing them from S yields the required set
of Θ(n1/2−o(1)) special vertices satisfying P7a.

Property P7b. Let S1 be the set of vertices satisfying S1, S2, S3. Then if m = |C2| =
n−O(n−1/4),

E(|S1|) = O(e−n1/4

)+(
n

`0 + 1

)
(`0 + 1)!p`0(1− p)n−2(1− p)m(`0−1)+(`0

2 )(1− p)n−m
∑
i≥σ1

(
m

i

)
pi(1− p)m−i

= n1−`0α−o(1).

We use Chebyshev to show that |S1| ∼ E(|S1|) whp. Since the maximum degree of Gn,p is
≤ 10 lnn whp, each v ∈ S1 is within distance ln lnn of ≤ (10 lnn)ln ln n = no(1) other members
of S1 and we can finish the argument via P3b(i).

Property P7c. This involves a straightforward second moment calculation. 2
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